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Purpose
In an effort to support the robust clean energy efforts and ambitious goals occurring in
Garfield, Pitkin and western Eagle counties, Aspen Community Foundation (ACF)
convened a meeting of local stakeholders, including staff and management of clean
energy organizations, as well as elected officials. The desired outcomes were to:
§

Create a shared vision of what participants want for the region

§

Identify ways that participants can work more together toward the vision and
obtain commitments for moving forward

ACF engaged Joining Vision and Action (JVA) to plan and facilitate this initial
conversation.

Participants
Organizations represented at this conversation include the City of Aspen Canary
Initiative, Clean Energy Economy for the Region (CLEER), Community Office for
Resource Efficiency (CORE), Garfield Clean Energy (GCE) and the Town of
Carbondale.
The following individuals, noted with the agencies they represent or have affiliation,
participated in the conversation.
Adam Frisch
Aspen City Council Member, CORE
Board Member
Nancy Genova
CLEER Board Member
Jay Harrington
Town Manager of Carbondale
Allyn Harvey
Carbondale Mayor Pro Tem, GCE
Board Member
Tom Jankovsky
Garfield County Commissioner, GCE
Board Member
Michael Kinsley
CLEER Board Member
Alice Laird
CLEER Executive Director

Keith Lambert
CLEER Board Member
Former Mayor of Rifle, Former GCE
Board Member
Heather McGregor
Administrative Manager, GCE, CLEER
Communications Manager
Leo McKinney
Glenwood Springs Council Member,
GCE Board Member, Former Mayor of
Glenwood Springs
Susanne Morrison
Aspen Community Foundation Program
Director
George Newman
Pitkin County Commissioner, CORE
Board Chair
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Mona Newton
CORE Executive Director
Ashley Perl
City of Aspen, Canary Initiative Director
Steve Skadron
Mayor of Aspen, Canary Initiative

Bill Stirling
CORE Co-Founder and Board Member,
Stirling Peak Properties, Former Mayor
of Aspen
Tamara Tormohlen
Aspen Community Foundation
Executive Director
Pam Zentmyer
Town of Carbondale Trustee, CORE
Board Member; GCE Board member
alternate

JVA staff included Janine Vanderburg (lead facilitator) and Nora Welch (facilitation
support).
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As an introductory activity, participants were asked to partner and introduce each other, their organizations, a success from 2015
and a shared statement of why their work matters. The following graphic highlights a few of those accomplishments.

Aspen utility is
100% renewable
(Aspen)

Achieved 30%
renewable mix
for electric
utility.

(Glenwood Springs)

Natural gas
fueling station in
Glenwood
(GCE)

Installed more
than 1 megawatt
of renewables
thorughout
Garfield County
(CLEER)

Attended U.N.
Climate Change
Conference in
Paris
(Aspen)

Increased
energy audits by
double digits
(CORE)
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Creating a Shared Vision
Recognizing that there have already been some significant accomplishments,
participants were prompted to think about the future. What would it be like if this group
was wildly successful working more together? If the group was looking over the news 25
years from now, what would the headlines reflect?
The visionary headlines that emerged included:
“Valleys, united, reach ‘unattainable’ goal.”
“Cyclists fill gaps in Roaring Fork Valley’s carless mobility strategy”
“Tri-County region achieves net zero consumption.”
“Net zero electricity achieved”
Photos of each “front page” can be found the in the included addendum.

Commonalities
Participants reflected on the commonalities that emerged from each vision. Key themes
included:
n

n

n

Energy utilization. Clean energy and energy efficiency related methods were
present throughout the “future” designed by the group. Visions noted “[energy]
efficient mobility up and down the valley,” including increased use of natural gas
and electric vehicles. Additionally mentioned were energy audits to help
consumers become more educated about their use. Participants also noted the
desire to reduce the production and use of traditional sources of energy. Through
incorporation of any and all of these noted strategies, it was deduced that
communities would yield positive results and contribute to minimizing climate
change overall.
Carbon neutrality. While each organization
may be taking a different approach to
impacting carbon emissions, it became clear
that this is a priority overall. Challenging this
vision are public opinions about the impact of
carbon and the likelihood of achieving
remediation. Whether the supporting data is
“wrong or right, there is a public perception
that achieving carbon neutrality is
unattainable.” To overcome these contrary
assumptions will “require a unified effort”
from all of the groups working in this field.
Regional approach. Instead of noting siloed
success in individual communities, clean
energy achievements were reflected across
the tri-county area. Expanding even further,
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local clean energy efforts would then be available as a “how to” for communities
worldwide. All visions acknowledge that individual communities and efforts are
part of an interconnected region.
n

n

n

Transportation. The geographic nature of the
region requires attention for how to get
around. While mobility challenges exist, they
also provide the opportunity to innovate,
including the addition of clean energy fueled
vehicles and mass transportation options, as
well as incorporation of bicycle transit.
Although not representative of the majority,
participants also noted the changing nature of
employment, including the movement toward
working from home has potential to impact
transportation needs and utilization.
Quality of life. Creating healthy environments for the people of today and the
people of tomorrow appeared consistently as desired outcomes.
Economic growth and opportunity. Clean energy efforts are not just
about improving the environment; they also contribute to available jobs
and decreasing the energy expenses for households and businesses.

Challenges and Solutions
With a shared vision in mind, participants identified the challenges that can get in the
way of moving toward these common goals and then brainstormed solutions to address
those barriers. The discussion yielded four overall themes: the lack of appropriate
resources, inconsistent education of and buy-in from the public, incomplete structure and
coordination of efforts, and everyday details such as accessible transportation and
updated technology.

Resources
Adequate and sustainable resources, both personnel and financial, were highlighted as
one of the top challenges to regional clean energy efforts.
Identified solutions for increasing the amount of, or access to, resources included
pooling current assets and expertise, growing grant funding and implementing a regional
carbon tax. Though funding and staff are necessary to support clean energy efforts,
participants also noted the importance of having the right resources and the right people
at the right time.
“Lack of resources may not always be just about money. [We
may have] a fairly healthy budget, but don’t always have the
person power to put behind it.”
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Education/Buy-in
While there may be support and buy-in for the clean energy movement, it is not shared
by 100% of the population. Participants attributed this to the variety of narratives
provided at local, state and national levels. For example, the perceptions of the impact of
clean energy efforts on jobs and the economy differs by information source, which in turn
affects the public’s interest in proceeding with related efforts.
To address this, participants discussed the value of developing clear, aligned messaging
and then coordinating the dissemination of that information among partner organizations.
This strategic messaging could be informed by successful efforts in other communities.
Specific topics for communication could include the “business case” for energy efficiency
and renewable energy, as well as more information about the benefits of programs that
support clean energy adaptation. In addition to increased advocacy on the whole, it was
also suggested that engaging schools may yield increases in public awareness and
support.
“Leadership can only lead so far before you lose the troops.
Whether or not the efforts [of this group] work, the general
population at some point has to be there [in support].”

Structure/Collaboration
While working together was recognized as a potential benefit for the region, the “how”
can be complicated and may pose some hurdles. Some of these potential barriers may
be a difference in priorities, community needs or available resources. With these factors
in mind, each organization may experience difficulty recognizing the “macrocosm,
instead of the microcosm,” and may lean into “protecting the turf of each organization”
instead of collaboration.
These challenges, however, are not a certainty and can be remedied. Participants noted
that an evaluation of goals, efforts and gaps would be helpful to more fully understand
the local clean energy landscape. Using that foundational knowledge, stakeholders
would be more informed to explore collaboration on a shared vision and/or work plan,
synchronized efforts or the idea of uniting or merging with fellow local organizations.
Looking to other successful collaborative partnerships, such as the Roaring Fork
Transportation Authority (RFTA), for developing combined systems and overall structure
was also presented as a resource for organizing clean energy efforts.
Participants also noted that in order to maximize impact, it would be ideal to have clean
energy efforts woven throughout the community. This would look like integration of
energy efficiency and renewable energy services in both private and public spheres.
“[Collaboration can be] easy to say, hard to do.”
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Transportation and Technology
“Institutional issues” such as transportation, pricing signals and technology may present
difficulties. Addressing these foundational pieces within the larger conversation was
highlighted as a necessary piece in order to successfully move forward.
“We’re always going to have to deal with how do we get from
one town to the next.”
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Next Steps
The following is a synthesized list of what participants shared that they would like to do
moving forward:
n

Share information back with the larger boards and organizations

n

Host an event between boards to introduce each other’s work

n

n

n

Convene follow-up meetings. Participants may include the same group as
present at this conversation and/or a smaller group that includes a key
member from each organization.
Participate in an open discussion about the structure, and potential
integration, of the clean energy-focused regional organizations
Seek out a third party for potential facilitation of future conversations
and/or evaluation of current efforts and recommendation for next steps

JVA has provided the specific commitments made by each individual in a separate Excel
workbook.
Participants identified the following parties to include in future efforts:
n

Basalt

n

Colorado Mountain College

n

Eagle County

n

El Jebel

n

Holy Cross Energy

n

Rifle City Council

n

Source Gas

n

Town of Snowmass Village

Closing Thoughts
As a final activity, group members were asked to share their takeaways from the
meeting. Participants noted the following:
“This is the first time that we’ve had a neutral, independent organization to make this
happen. I think it’s good.”
“When first joining, [I] saw confusion between the organizations. Let’s just list all the
services and divvy them up and then I started to do it and I couldn’t figure it out.
Wouldn’t it be interesting if we had someone or some organization to suggest a structure
that makes sense? [Having] an organization or person that doesn’t have allegiance or
preference towards any specific person or organization.”
“Lots of shared common interest and enthusiasm.”
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“These efforts aren’t happening in a vacuum, we’re all to one degree or another finding
value in being involved.”
“The importance of one goal, reaching carbon neutrality.”
“Need for regional approach for this issue and other large issues.”
“Parallel goals.”
“Amazed that these incredible people are committed to the work.”
“It may not be as complicated as we think.”
“General movement to regionalize.”
“Regionalization is going to be needed to be as effective as possible.”
“Maybe in my lifetime there can be a collaborative approach that best serves the public.”
“Whether you’re from up valley or down valley, we have common views and common
issues that face us and the efforts to work together . . . it is enlightening and beneficial.”
“Enthusiasm from everybody to work together.”
“Encouraged at the openness the representatives have to do something bigger.”
“So many perceptive comments and frank, honest comments.”
“It’s not easy to give money away. [There’s value in] when we can put some money into
something to help people come together.”

Facilitator notes and recommendations
JVA is encouraged and inspired by the dialogue at the Clean Energy Conversation.
Given the feedback provided during and after the meeting, it appears clear that there is
interest and momentum behind continuing the conversation about how to work more and
work united together.
JVA recommends that additional conversation(s) occur in order to develop a clear and
strategic action plan for future efforts. Recognizing the value of having neutral facilitation
of that discussion, it is further recommended that a third party, either local or outside the
region, be engaged to assist with these valuable discussions.
We extend our thanks to the Aspen Community Foundation for inviting us to be a part of
this process and to the participants for investing their time and effort into their
communities and their futures.
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Addendum
The following photos document the results of the shared vision exercise, where
participants were encouraged to create a “front page” of what the news would reflect in
25 years.
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